
.3mm Airbrush

Target Audience: Artists and Hobbyists of any skill level, Adults of any age

Audience Wants/Challenges: Working on art or hobby projects that need an accurate and and
reliable airbrush

Tone: Confident but not flashy

Title
----------------
[Brand Name] 0.3mm Airbrush Kit - Indulge Your Craft with Painting Air Brush Kit -
Airbrush for Painting Models, Auto Graphics & More - Electric Airbrush Set for
Hobbyists - Air Brushes for Painting

Bullet Point #1
----------------
Paint Like A Pro — Take the power into your own hands. This air brush set uses air
pressure and paint to help you create your next masterpiece. Paint models, auto
detailing, fine art, crafts and more. Great for beginners, hobbyists, and professionals
alike

Bullet Point #2
----------------
Artist’s Choice — The ultimate paint tool to bring your art to life. This versatile air brush
painter can be used with oil-based, water based, watercolor, and filtered acrylic paints.
Take your work to the next level with this air paint sprayer for crafts

Bullet Point #3
----------------
Adjust To Fit Your Style — Give yourself more options. This airbrush sprayer features a
dual-action air and paint trigger. Effortlessly modify how much paint you use in order to
shade speckle free blends or pinpoint fine detailing

Bullet Point #4
----------------



Three Paint Cup Options — Meet all your different spray needs. This airbrush kit for
plastic models comes with a 7cc copper paint cup, and 20cc and 40cc plastic paint
cups. Prime your models or paint finer detail with this model airbrush kit

Bullet Point #5
----------------
Endless Airbrush Art — The 0.3mm nozzle allows this extremely versatile airbrush to be
used for overall and extra-fine detail spray. It is especially useful for creating a
camouflage effect in your artwork. Get to work with your new air brush painting gun and
let your imagination guide you

Image Gallery Guidance

1. Main Product Image

IMAGE : Airbrush and all accessories laid out against white background

2.

IMAGE: Model smiling and holding airbrush

Example



TEXT: The Artist’s Choice

SUBTEXT: Step up your painting and crafting with the [Brand Name] airbrush.

3.

IMAGE: Photo of an artist painting with the camouflage effect, or holding a work that
has the effect, with the airbrush overlaid

TEXT: So Many Ways to Paint

SUBTEXT: Use the 0.3mm airbrush for fine detailing, general painting, creating a
camouflage effect, and more.

4.



IMAGE: Image showing separate features next to some paint (Note - use watercolor or
oil paint - product cannot be used with nail polish as pictured)

Example:

TEXT: Paint Your Way

SUBTEXT: Use this versatile paintbrush with watercolor, acrylic or oil paints to take your
masterpiece from your mind, straight to the canvas.
5.

IMAGE: Hand using airbrush to paint plastic model

Example



  

TEXT: Precise Details

SUBTEXT: Take your model painting to the next level with this dual action airbrush. The
press of a button and the turning of the adjuster controls your air and paint flow to your
desired strength.

6.

IMAGE: Picture of a model artist sitting at their desk, gratefully smiling as they receive a
gift.

TEXT: Tools for the Aspiring Artist

SUBTEXT: Foster a love for artistic expression with this airbrush. Easy to use for
beginners and professionals alike.

7.

IMAGE: Photo of someone smiling happily while holding the airbrush, surrounded by
painting supplies



TEXT: Quality You Can Count On

SUBTEXT: The [Brand Name] copper airbrush features an electroplated surface and
upgraded fixing screws to hold the spray needle securely in place.

EBC/A+ Content Guidance

1.

Logo

Amazon Module: Standard Image & Dark Text Overlay

Image Size: 970x300

IMAGE: Your Business Logo

2.

Hero Image

Amazon Module: Standard Image Header With Text

Image Size: 970x600

IMAGE: Large clear photo of male artist painting model plane using airbrush

TEXT: Let Your Inner Artist Loose

SUBTEXT: Effortlessly paint fine detailing, overall coloring, and camouflage effects
with the 0.3mm brush.

Image Alt Text (Image Keywords): Private to client*

3.



Story

Amazon Module: Standard Single Left Image

Image Size: 300x300

IMAGE: Sharp HD close up picture of nozzle

Headline (as plain text to the side): A New Way to Create

Copy (as plain text to the side): At [Brand Name], we are as dedicated to our craft as
you are to yours.

You deserve tools as beautiful as the masterpieces you paint.

That’s why our products are designed with the following criteria in mind:

● Expert precision
● Made for beginners and experts
● Professional standards at a fair price
● Durable and safe materials that will last you for years

Start your airbrush journey today and bring your vision to life.

Image Alt Text (Image Keywords): Private to client*

4.

Features of Product

Amazon Module: Standard 4 Image & Text

All Image Sizes: 220x220

IMAGE A:

Picture of someone
filling the cup with
paint

IMAGE B:

Close up on the
cup. Surrounding it
3 different types of

IMAGE C:

Close up on nozzle
spraying paint

IMAGE D:

Photo of the brush
connected to
compressor



paint

Headline A (plain text below): Just Add Paint

Image A Copy (plain text below): Each airbrush includes 3 different paint cups. One 7cc
copper cup, and two plastic paint cups at 20cc and 40cc.

Image Alt Text (Image Keywords): Private to client*

Headline B (plain text below): For All Your Artistic Needs

Image B Copy (plain text below): One tool for all of your painting and crafting. This
versatile airbrush is best used with watercolors, oils and acrylic paint.

Image Alt Text (Image Keywords): Private to client*

Headline C (plain text below): Supreme Control

Image C Copy (plain text below): Easily manage the flow of air and paint from your
brush. Create fine lines or fill with color by adjusting the nozzle to your desired strength.

Image Alt Text (Image Keywords): Private to client*

Headline D (plain text below): Compressor Compatible

Image D Copy (plain text below): Get that air flowing. The airbrush kit includes a 1/8" air
hose connector to attach to your compressor. (Please note: compressor not included)

Image Alt Text (Image Keywords): Private to client*

5.

Benefits of Product

Amazon Module: Standard 4 Image & Text



All Image Sizes: 220x220

IMAGE 1:

Teenager smiling
paintbrushes in one
hand and airbrush
in the other

IMAGE 2:

Close up on trigger
being operated by
thumb

IMAGE 3:

Close up on
airbrush painting
fine detail

IMAGE 4:

Model painter
concentrating on
painting

Headline 1 (plain text below): More Painting Options

Image 1 Copy (plain text below): Level up your creations. Expand your artistic options
with this adjustable double-action airbrush.

Image Alt Text (Image Keywords): Private to client*

Headline 2 (plain text below): Masterful Matte Coating

Image 2 Copy (plain text below): Superb atomization properties. Spray evenly without
worrying about specks or streaks.

Image Alt Text (Image Keywords): Private to client*

Headline 3 (plain text below): As Fine as a Needle

Image 3 Copy (plain text below): Achieve professional level accuracy in your painting.
This airbrush features an adjustable nozzle and precision needle for fine detail.

Image Alt Text (Image Keywords): Private to client*

Headline 4 (plain text below): Made to Last

Image 4 Copy (plain text below): This copper airbrush is electroplated to ensure a
smooth and burr-free surface and high durability. Our 30 day warranty lets you use your
painting tools with total confidence.

Image Alt Text (Image Keywords): Private to client*



6.

Banner

Amazon Module: Standard Image Header With Text

Image Size: 970x600

IMAGE: An artist showing their work, with product or logo overlaid in corner

TEXT: From Uniform Paint to Fine Painting, From Candy Painting to Gradation

SUBTEXT: Show off your best work with [Brand Name]’s versatile airbrush tool

Image Alt Text (Image Keywords): Private to client*

7.

Comparison Chart

Amazon Module: Standard Comparison Chart

Image Sizes: 150x300

[Brand Name] 0.3mm
Airbrush

[Brand Name] 0.5mm
Airbrush

Dual Action Trigger ✓ ✓

Oil, Watercolor & Acrylic
Paint Compatible

✓ ✓

Needle Size 0.3mm 0.5mm



7cc, 20cc, 40cc Paint Cups ✓ ✓

Plastic Storage Box ✓ ✓

30 Day Warranty ✓ ✓

Description
---------------
Calling All Hobbyists<br><br>

Do you love to paint miniatures or auto graphics?<br><br>

Whether you work with cars or model soldiers, dinosaurs or movie characters, you need
the right tools for the job.<br><br>

Painting intricate details on miniatures and figurines requires practice, patience and
time.<br><br>

Open up your options with this model painting airbrush tool.<br><br>

Horsehair to Fresh Air <br><br>

This hobby spray gun kit atomizes paint for beautiful even all-over coverage.<br><br>

These air brush painting kits for crafts let you easily blend colors in a way that's just not
possible with a horsehair brush.<br><br>

Your new dual action airbrush kit brings figurines and other artwork to life!<br><br>

With its adjustable nozzle and 0.3mm needle, this hobby airbrush kit helps prevent
wastage of paint.<br><br>

Save money in the long run by using these airbrushing kits.<br><br>

By thinning and concentrating the paint, this electric airbrush art set uses only the paint
you need.<br><br>

Using a model painting airbrush gives you a beautiful finish every time with no brush
streaks.<br><br>



Raise Your Painting Game<br><br>

Why not upgrade your paint brushes?<br><br>

Airbrush miniatures and other works like a pro.<br><br>

Turn to [Brand Name] airbrush sets for your air brushes for painting models and crafts
today.


